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Let Jerry teach you how to Master LandscapesYou can master landscape painting with the help of

popular painter Jerry Yarnell. In "Landscape Painting Secrets," Jerry explores the different areas of

landscape painting that often create problems for beginning and intermediate artists. All of the major

landscape elements are covered--from rocks, dirt roads and grass to still and moving water to

atmospheric conditions like rainbows, falling snow, storm clouds and lightning.Dozens of thumbnail

studies break each element down step by step with clear instructions and photographs so no stroke

is uncertain. These individual studies let you practice and explore new techniques without the worry

of ruining a complete painting. Once you've mastered the techniques, Jerry will help you apply what

you've learned in three complete landscape scenes that include detailed instructions and

photographs. Grab your paints and brushes and get started today!
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Jerry Yarnell's PBS program, The Jerry Yarnell School of Fine Art, has brought his brilliant style of

landscape painting to thousands of fans worldwide. His talent and personality in front of the camera

make him a natural successor to Bill Alexander and Bob Ross. His style and technique appeals to

painters across the nation.

great information, very well done book. Concise, and lots of demonstrations. I like that Jerry

explains things in clear and easy to understand ways. He is not trying to impress or "show



everyone" how much he knows. Thanks Jerry.

The book is very good. Jerry Yarnell does an excellent job of explaining the painting techniques.

There are plenty of step-by-step pictures with well written description of colors and brush technique.

There are many books about painting on the market; this one is one of the best.

I have been watching Jerry Yarnell's TV shows for several months and have enjoyed them so much

that I wanted one of his books. It was full of valuable painting tips. It helped on type of brushes and

their purpose. I would like to have a copy of all his books. I like his style of painting.

This book is absolutely perfect for anyone wanting to better their landscaping techniques. I can't

even begin to tell you how many books I have on this subject, always looking for further instruction

or special techniques etc, but this book has it all! This is now my go to book for any problems I run

into. I just began plein air painting and I can already see how this book will help me to better my

paintings and skills for beautiful landscapes. You won't be sorry buying this book. I am an acrylic

painter and also a watercolorist for 20+ years

This book is a welcome addition to my collection of Yarnell books. I have every book Jerry Yarnell

has published and have used them all when I paint. Mr. Yarnell has an easy approach to complex

problems and the fact that he also provides instructional DVD's for the paintings is great. I would

highly recommend his books for every painter from beginner to advanced.

I liked the step by step instructions on how to paint different elements of a landscape. I also liked

that at the beginning of the book, terms and supplies used where explained. I'm sure I will be getting

another one of Jerry's books in the future.

Great learning tool. Very detailed information. Full of small studies to accomplish so completing the

full paintings will not be so daunting. Would highly recommend to anyone who would like to be able

to master acrylic techniques.

Excellent learning experience
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